Copyright matters; so does policing

IN THE EVENT that this reaches you before Monday 11 April, you’ll want to know that the British meeting that evening is another look at “new ways to make journalism pay”. Our confirmed speakers are Christian Wolmar, a renowned transport specialist who keeps on top of the game via the use of all sorts of new-fangled social media, and Angus Batley a music and cricket writer who decided he’d like a larger portfolio of specialisms in the midst of the recession/internet crisis and made himself into a defence expert, now regularly published in UK national papers.

On Monday 9 May we meet at the House of Commons to debate the proposed changes to copyright law: we’re expecting the report from the Hargreaves Review (see page 1) on that day, so it’ll be topical. Will Professor Hargreaves be recomending the World According to Google? What can the NUJ, directly, and through the Creators’ Rights Alliance, do to drive home the message that the answer to Hargreaves’ question, which is how “intellectual property law” can stimulate economic growth, is “pay the people who do the work so we can afford to go on doing good work!”?

Then on Monday 13 June we plan to meet with representatives of the Metropolitan Police to talk about further improving journalists’ ability to report on the streets. Is there a new mood, exemplified by recent willingness to include NUJ reps in officers’ briefings before events? Or by this exchange reported by a member covering the 26 March march: Officer: “Get back! Get back!” Photographer: “This is my Press Card.” Officer: “Sorry!”

We had hoped to hold this discussion in April, but the relevant people from the Met were a bit busy, having a wedding to attend.

And watch out for details of another high-profile meeting on Monday 11 July, provisionally on the reporting of strife in the streets, as we’ve seen around the southern and eastern edges of the Mediterranean.

If you’re not getting email alerts of meetings we promise, no more than one message a month – go now to www.londonfreelance.org/linkup to tell us where to find you.

This went to press on 31 March. Deadline for the printed June/July issue is 27 May.

LFB meetings – with the exception of the May House of Commons event – are 7pm to 9pm at Friends’ House, Euston Road, which is accessible to people who use wheelchairs. If you need the Branch to pay for care for a child or dependent so you can attend a meeting, call a Branch officer. For updates on meetings see the Branch calendar web page www.londonfreelance.org/lfb/meetings

Volunteer minute-takers are needed for LFB meetings throughout 2011. For details of the NUJ London Photographers’ Branch meetings, see its website at www.londonphotographers.org

Claim ALCS dosh now!

THOSE OF YOU who are members of the Authors’ Licensing and Collecting Society (ALCS) – it distributes money to authors for licences for re-uses such as photocopying in university libraries – should recently have received a statement of the latest “distribution” of royalties due to them under this scheme. Photocopying is in decline these days, but a small but increasing proportion of the royalties ALCS distributes is from newer uses like scanning and digitising of content for internal use by “corporates”.

Annual payouts via ALCS approaching four figures (after commission) are not unusual for LFB members. At least one music journalist we know of has already received some money via ALCS from a brand new source – licensing for re-use of articles in UK newspapers in Belgium and Germany. Revenues from re-use of UK newspapers in Denmark will also shortly start coming the way of some ACLS members whose work has been copied or otherwise re-used in Denmark.

New agreements for licensing of works in other countries are expected to follow, so if you’re a writer and you haven’t already signed up to ALCS, do so now: www.alcs.co.uk has instructions on how to claim for articles you’ve published in the last three years and for which you retain rights, and for books. (Photographers can claim for photocopying and other re-uses of their images from www.dacs.org.uk)

ALCS executive director Owen Atkinson tells the Freelance that a new, much more detailed database of its members’ revenues is being tested now, and that the ALCS “distribution” for members in September 2011 will have much more detail on where the money has come from, in contrast to the currently somewhat confusing statements.

Free training for freelance activists?

The NUJ can put on a free training course for freelance union activists in the autumn, if there’s enough interest. To make it happen, contact DeirdreH@nuj.org.uk and say what areas you would like to be covered. (We were going to do it in May, but not enough people signed up.)